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Abstract. We study a finite volume method, used to approximate the solution of the linear two
dimensional convection diffusion équation, with mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions,
on Cartesian meshes refined by an automatic technique (which leads to meshes with hanging nodes).
We propose an analysis through a discrete variational approach, in a discrete H1 finite volume space.
We actually prove the convergence of the scheme in a discrete H1 norm, with an error estimate of order
O(h) (on meshes of size h).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consider the following two dimensional mixed boundary value problem: find u in H2(Çl), such that
div (—vVu -f uv) — ƒ, on O,

=

9,

== k.

(1)

v > v0 > 0 and v = (v x , wy) are given parameters, ƒ, g, and k are given fonctions. (TD, VN) is a partition of

dn (n c

M2).

Equation (1) is a simplified model of many problems of computational physics (fluid flows, heat transfer,
pollutant dispersion, reservoir simulation, ...), for which finite volume are widely used. Given a partition of fi
into some polyhedral cells K, called control volumes, the approximation is a function piecewise constant on the
control volumes (cell centered approach). The idea of finite volume schemes is to discretize the intégral of (1)
on the control volumes (one équation for one unknown). Hence, using Green's formula, the problem reduces to
approximating some fluxes along the interfaces between the control volumes.
The discretization of the flux of convection has been widely studied during the last twenty years, even for
non linear équations. Unstructured meshes are usually treated, and mesh refmement becomes a usual technique
in the approximation of non linear hyperbolie problems.
Keywords and phrases. Finite volumes, mesh refinement, convection-diffusion, convergence rate.
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Our aim is to descrîbe, and analyze some techniques of diseretization for the viscous flux (flux of Vu • n)
on unstructured meshes, with local refinement We are specially interested in an Automatic Mesh Refinement
technique (AMR technique, Fig. 1) [3,7].
The main issues of this paper are:
- finding an accurate and stable method in order to approximate the derivatives of the piecewise constant
approximation, on Cartesian meshes, locally refined by an AMR technique;
- analyzing the convergence of the resulting scheme, and giving some error estimâtes.
The convergence of finite volume schemes has been initially studied by Manteufïel and White [22], Weiser and
Wheeler [31], Heinrich [17], and Forsyth and Sammon [16]. The results of these authors concerns non uniform
Cartesian meshes, but they contains the main ideas of lots of subséquent developments:
- finite volume schemes are not consistent in the sensé of finite différences (Taylor expansions), the theorem
of Lax is useless in this context;
- two different techniques may be applied to study their convergence;
- the mesh of the control volume can be considered as the geometrical dual of a mesh which defines a
H1 conformai finite éléments space (for instance Pi, or Q\)]
- the scheme is seen as a mixed finite element scheme, with an appropriate numerical intégration;
In both cases, finite element techniques are used, and a H1 error estimate of order O (h) (for meshes of
size h) is proved.
Some authors have developed the first approach, either on Cartesian meshes [25,26], or on unstructured
meshes [1.4-6,23]. The most recent result is the convergence of the finite volume element method of Cal [4] for
gênerai elliptic équations of the form —div (AVu) = ƒ for any positive matrix A [20].
The second approach has been studied by Baranger et al. [2], Courbet and Croisille [12], and Thomas and
Trujillo [27,28], using different conforming or non-conforming finite element spaces and different numerical
intégrations.
An explicit calculation of the matrix of the discrete problem yields some results on composite Cartesian grids
and composite grids of equilateral triangles [14,30].
Another approach is due to R. Herbin, who proved an error estimate of order O(h) in a discrete Hl norm,
on meshes of triangles, but with a different analysis, of finite volume type [18]. It has been extended to a
more gênerai class of meshes [15], which are defined by the following restrictions: the line joining the centers
of two neighboring control volume must be perpendicular to the interface between the control volume. In that
case, the différence between the values of the approximation on two neighboring control volume is a consistent
approximation of Vu - n on the interface. Similar results for Voronoï meshes (which are of the previous class)
can be found in [24]. And a finite element interprétation has been given [29].
But meshes refined by AMR techniques cannot in gênerai be treated as standard finite element ones, nor de
they belong to the class of meshes mentioned above. Several methods has been proposed to approximate the
derivatives in that case [7,8,19]. They are based on the construction of an interpolation of the approximation.
Here, we choose the so-called diamond path technique [7], that consists in interpolating some values at the
vertices of the mesh: theses values allow the construction of discrete tangential derivatives. It is a very simple
method, that seems to be robust [7], and that can be extended to arbitrary meshes.
A gênerai framework to analyze the scheme obtained by this method has been introduced in a joint work of
the authors with Vila [11]. It is derived from the analysis introduced by Herbin [18]. The main ideas are the
following [9]:
- introducé a discrete variational problem, on the (non conforming) space of the piecewise constant functions;
- introducé a discrete HQ semi norm, which appears in a discrete intégration by parts;
- verify that the discrete HQ semi norm is a norm (discrete inequality of Poincaré), and consider then the
space of the piecewise constant functions as a discrete version of Hl ;
- prove then the consistency of the scheme in a variational sensej which is also the consistency of the
numerical fiuxes;
- prove the coercivity of the discrete variational form, with respect to the discrete H1 semi norm.
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Finally, following this procedure, we obtain an error estimate of order O(h) (on meshes of size h), in the discrete
H1 norm. Although it would not be detailed hère, it can be proved some discrete inequalities of Sobolev for
our discrete norm, which permits to give some error estimâtes in Lp norms (1 < p < +00) [10].
On gênerai meshes, which just verify some classical hypotheses of non local degeneracy, the inequality of
Poincaré is true (it is independent from the scheme [9]), and the consistency is easiîy obtained, via some
hypotheses on the local interpolations at the vertices of the mesh (see the previous work [11])The coercivity is the main difficulty. It has been proved for meshes of quadrangles [11]. Hère, we prove that:
- the coercivity is a local property (around the vertices) of the geometry of the mesh and of the interpolation
weights,
- it does not depend on the size of the mesh, but on its aspect.
The local coercivity is found by calculating the eigenvalues of a small symmetrie matrix (of size the number of
neighbors of the concerned vertex).
Although this problem may be numerically solved on any mesh, we could actually solve it analytically only
for Cartesian meshes of rectangles, refined by an AMR technique (so called locally refined Cartesian meshes).
Hence, the finite volume approximation Uh defined by the diamond path method converges to the exact
solution u o n a family of locally refined Cartesian meshes of sizes h, with the error estimâtes
l|w-^hlU2(n) + \u>-v>h\i,h < ch,
supposing that u G H2(Q).
We present here the scheme on locally refined Cartesian meshes (Sect. 2), a summarized analysis in gênerai
(Sect. 3) and the consistency and coercivity only on locally refined Cartesian meshes (Sects. 4 and 5).
For sake of simplicity, we shall suppose that z/GRis constant, as well as v eM 2 , and that ƒ, #, fc, and Q are
regular enough for the exact solution u to belong to H2(ft) (for example f2 convex and polygonal, ƒ G L2(Q,)
for Dirichlet boundary conditions [13]).
2.

T H E NUMERICAL SCHEME

2.1. Locally refined C a r t e s i a n meshes
We consider meshes of rectangles (Fig. 1) with constant step-sizes, Ax and Ay. Each rectangle may be
divided into four similar rectangles. The resulting meshes are called "Cartesian and locally refined". They shall
verify the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis 2.1 (Regularity assumptions).
- There is at most one step of refinement between two neighboring cells.
- The number of steps of refinement between the largest rectangle and the smallest one is bounded.
We shall dénote by T^ a mesh which larger rectangle is of size h (i.e. h = max(Ax, Ay)).
2.2. T h e finite volume scheme
The éléments (rectangles) of a mesh Th are called control volumes, and denoted by K. The finite volume
discretization of (1) consista in introducing a pieCewise constant approximation of u, denoted by Uh> and
defined as
\/x G K,

uh(x) = uK-

The values of Uh are calculated according to the following scheme:
m(é) = fKm(K),
eedK

(2)
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1. Example of a Mesh.

which is a discretization of the intégral équation
/

(—vVu + uv) • n ex t dcr = / ƒ dx.

JdK

JK

dK dénotes the boundary of K} constituted of the edges e, which may be, either interfaces between K and
another cell, or boundary edges, of type Neumann or Dirichlet.
Notation 2.1 (Interfaces). We shall dénote by
. - S^ the set of the interfaces (Le. the interior edges);
- dSh (resp. dSh
) the set of the boundary edges (resp. of Neumann/Dirichlet type);
and Sh = S£ U dSh.
JK is the mean value of ƒ on K:
m(K) and m(e) are, respectively, the measure in M2 of K, and the measure in R of e. <f>^{uh) (approximation of
— / v^Iuh • n e x t d a ) and <j>?(uh) (approximation of —T-T- ƒ u^y • nextdcr) are the average numerical fluxes
m(e) Je

m(e) Je

of diffusion and convection along e, in the direction of a unit normal to e, n eî chosen a priori
Notation 2.2 (A priori orientation of the interfaces). Any edge e £ Sh is oriented a priori by a unit normal
n e . In order to simplify the expression of the flux of convection} n e is taken such that
v •ne > 0
(if v • n e = 0 then the direction of n e does not matter). We dénote by:
- W the upstream control volume (if it exists), with respect to n e ;
- E the downstream control volume (if it exists), with respect to n e .
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E

Normal n e

2, Orientation of an interface.

Consequently, sxe = 1 if n e is the unit normal outward to K, and
defined in the following paragraphs.

= — 1 otherwise. The fluxes are

2.3. The flux of convection
We take the simple first order upwind scheme, in order to approximate u^v • n e along e:
Ve G S£,

4%(uh) = v neuwi

since v • n e > 0,

v • neuw,
v-neg(xe),

if s
if

=1
= -1

(3)

(4)

(assuming that xe is the midpoint of e).

2.4. The flux of diffusion
) should be an approximation of
some discrete derivatives.

n e j but Uh is not diffèrentiable. Consequently, we shall use

Notation 2.3 (Geometry around an interface, Fig. 3). We dénote by:
- XK the center of gravity of the control volume K\
- for an edge e G Sh,
- t e the unit tangent to e, such that (n e , t e ) is a direct basis,
- xjsf and xs the endpoints of e such that
(xN -

0;

- he the distance
he = (xE - if e € dSh and n e is outward to ft) XE dénotes the midpoint of e, xe,
- if e E dSh and n e is inward to Q, xw dénotes the midpoint of e, xe.
Along the edges which does not intersect the Neumann boundary,
- Vuh - (XE ~ xw) is approximated by UE — uw,
- Vuh • (XN — %s) is approximated by UN — us, for some suitable interpolated values UM and us at the
vertices N and S (see Sect. 2.5).
Consequently, the flux of diffusion shall involve the angle between the direction XE ~ xw and the direction
normal to e.
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3. Geometry around an interface.

Notation 2.4 (Angle a € ). For any edge e £ ^ , we dénote by ae the tangent
Ole. =

(XE

n

-

e

ae is actually 0 if E and W have the same size, and =b—-— (horizontal edges) or ±—-— (vertical edges)
öAy
3/AX
otherwise.
Finally, the flux of diffusion is
(5)

Along the edges of the Neumann boundary (e € dS^), we naturally take

?

= m(e)
-^ J[kda.

(6)

e

Along the interior edges which intersect the Neumann boundary (e e SJ, | eC\ TN ^ 0), UE — uw still approximates S/Uh - {XE — %w)<> while Vuh - t e is approximated by:
- using the interpolated value at the interior endpoint of e;
- using the Neumann boundary condition at the boundary endpoint of e.
We find that, if XN is the boundary vertex (Fig. 4),
uE

-

-

+ue-us

ae

(7)

m(e)

otherwise (xs is the boundary vertex),
=

-V

— ue -f |x € — £s|&s

V

he

V

m

(8)

(e)

x e is the intersection of e and [XE, XW\- v>e is a value interpolated linearly at xe, from UE and wv^*.
ue =

he

-, where

n e and hf —

ne.
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4. Interface near the Neumann boundary.

(resp. h s) is the average value of k on the boundary TN\ around XN (resp.
P.

S)

^

ƒ fcda, where 7 = ^

2.5. The interpolation
Notation 2.5 (Notations around a vertex). We shall dénote by:
- À/£ the set of the vertices interior to Q;
(resp. âA/fc D ) the set of the vertices on the boundary of Q (resp. of type Neumann/Dirichlet);
- jSf*\Jdffh.
For a given vertex M G Mh\dJ^f^ we also dénote by VM the set of the control volumes K that share the
vertex M.
For the interior vertices, M G .A/£, we take
uM =

where the (yK(M))KevM

are

suitable weights of interpolation around M.

For the vertices of the Dirichlet boundary, M G cW/P, we take
UM =

9(XM)-

3. SUMMARIZED ANALYSIS
3.1. Principle
Given the boundary conditions g and &, consider the discrete operator deflned on the functions
constant on Th by
Chuh =

piecewise
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where

JKeTh
where the numerical fluxes are defined by (3) to (8). This operator is not consistent in gênerai (in the sensé of
unité différences, see [17,22]). Hence we shall consider the bilinear form:

defined on the functions piecewise constant The discrete problem is
£>hUh = fhj

or ah(uh,vh)

= (f>vh)L2{Q)

(Vvh piecewise constant).

The différence with a conformai finite element scheme is the following: Uh and Vh are only piecewise constant
functions, and an is deflned only for such functions. L being the exact operator (Cu — div (uv — vVu)), we
consider the bilinear form
a{uyv) = {Cu, v)L2{n)
defined on H2(Q.) x L2(O). The exact solution vérifies
a(ut Vh) = (ƒ, ^/i)x,2(Q)

(Vv/i, piecewise constant),

and then we have
ah(u>h) Vh) — a(ut Vh) (Vvh piecewise constant).

ûh being the piecewise constant L2-perpendicular projection of u, and taking vh — Uh — üh as a test fonction,
we get:
a>h{v>h - ûhy uh - un) = a{u, Uh — üh) - a>h(üh, Uh -

üh).

Remark that ah is defined on the space of the piecewise constant functions. We shall define a discrete H\
semi-norm, such that the space of the piecewise constant functions becomes a discretization of the space H1 [Ci).
Hence, the convergence involves the coercivity of ah (in the discrete H\ norm), and its consistency (in the
variational meaning).
3.2. Consistency
We shall see that the consistency of ah (variational consistency) is a conséquence of the consistency of the
numerical fluxes (in the sensé of some Taylor expansions).
For u G # 2 (ri), let <fiD and 4>° be the exact average fluxes:
Ve € Sh,

<j>eiu) = ^ 7 ^ / tiv • n e d<r,

Let Re(u) = vR®(u) + (v • ne)Rf(u)

<fê{u) =

j-^r /

m(e) Je
m(e) Je
be the error of consistency on the fluxes:

?{u) = - (<fê(u) - 0f (ùh))

RC(u) = - 4 Tuàa
[ - uw.
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Définition 3.1 (Consistency). Ch is said to be consistent in H2 on (Th)h>o if there exists c > 0 such that
Vu G H2{0), such that U^D = g and dnUjTN — k,
1/2

I

J2

2

\Re(u)\ m(e)he + 2

< ch.

\eesh\dsg
On the edges of the Neumann boundary (e G dS^)} only the error on the flux of convection appears
since the numerical flux of diffusion is exact {<t>^{ûh) = <$?{u)).
The Définition 3.1 means that ah is consistent in the following sensé: \/vh piecewise constant, we have (after
a discrete intégration by parts)
,VE

\a(u, vh) - ah{uh: vh)\ <

- VW ,

n c )m(e).
eeds

Now, using the inequality of Schwarz and assuming that the scheme is consistent (Def. 3.1), we find that, \fvh
piecewise constant,
1/2

a(u, Vh) — &h(v>h, Vh)\ <

- vw

c

h

m(e)he

where
m(e)he

(9)
eedSJ?

noting ve = 0 for any e £ dS®.
3.3. Coercivity
We should use a property of coercivity in the following sensé:
Q>h{uh - ûh, uh - ûh) = {Ch(uh - ûh), uh - û

> este \uh - ûh l

)h
(using the discrete H semi-norm (9) defined above). Setting Vh = uu — v>h> £-hVh is then defined by formulae
(5-8), but taking g = 0 and k = 0.
1

Définition 3.2 (Coercivity). Ch is said to be coercive on (Th)h>o if there exists c* > 0 such that \fh > 0, and
\/vh piecewise constant,

(taking the boundary conditions g = 0 and k = 0 to define a^).
Lemma 3.1. VÜ^ piecewise constant,
/ jn.r*

\

1
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This is a natural conséquence of our choice of an upwind scheme for the flux of convection.
Theorem 3.1 (Inequality of Poincaré). There exists tu such that \fh > 0, Vt^,
\\vh\\mn) < v\vk\ith.
We refer to [9,15] for the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1.
3.4. Convergence
Theorem 3.2 (Convergence). If the discrete operator Ch is consistent (Def. 3.1) and coercive (Def 3.2), then:
• for ail h > 0} the discrete problem £huh = f h admits a unique solution Uh piecewise constant;
- we have the following error estimate:
\u>h-üh\i,h + ll^i - W||L2(Q) < Ch.

(10)

Indeed, in that case, we have, noting Eh = Uh — û^
c*\eh\\th < ah(£h> eh) < |a(u, eh) - ah(ûh, eh)\ < c\eh\hh h.
(10) is easily deduced from this inequality (and the inequality of Poincaré), with C = — (1 + w).
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE FINITE VOLUME SCHEME
The inequality of Poincaré is always true in gênerai, under some regularity assumptions on the family of
meshes (Th)h>o-} which are satisfied hère under Hypothesis 2.1.
The consistericy and the coercivity of the scheme depend on the weights of the interpolation. The consistency
is obtained easily, and we shall see that the coercivity is the main difficulty. We shall prove hère that if the
aspect ratio of the mesh vérifies
- < -r^ < r, where r = 3 + 2\/2 « 5.8284,
r Ay
then the scheme is coercive.
4.1. The weights of the interpolation
For sake of simplicity we may choose the weights now. Hence, let M G J\f£ be any interior vertex; and recall
that VM dénotes the set of the cells that share M. For the piecewise constant function u^ let w be a function
linear on VM &nd such that

E

n

|w(#iO ~~UK\ is minimum among the linear fonctions.

Finally, the solution w dépends linearly on the UK [K G VM) 5 and we can take
uM =
KevM

Under Hypothesis 2.1, there are only a finite number of possible geometrical configurations. In each case, the
weights are calculated according to this procedure. The results are summarized in Figure 5.
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4.2. Consistency
For any given edge e E Sh (interior or boundary), let
- fîe be the subset of Q consisting of those control volumes K that share a vertex with e:
üe = U {K | TV e K, or S G K} ;
and

be the fonctions defined by

UG

m(e) Je

where <p®{üh) is given by (5), (6), (7), or (8), assuming that g =
üh is the L2 projection of u:

_

l

and k = dnU\VN. We recall that

{u

m(K)JK •
Theorem 4.1 (Condition of consistency). Suppose that, for any edge e G Shj
1. R®{u) — 0 for the linear functions,
2. R^(u) = 0 for the constant functions,
then, the scheme is consistent in the sensé of Définition 3.1.
Proof.
First step. Consider e € S\\dS^.
The local domain Qe is the image of a référence domain f2 (Fig. 6),
and there are only a finite number of référence domains (including both interior and boundary cases). As a
conséquence, the main idea of the proof is to use the lemma of Bramble and Hilbert, in a classical way (see [21]
for instance).
Since h = sup {m(e)}, there exists h < h such that the transformation x — ip(x) — xs + hx maps a référence
figure Q, into Qe.
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1
FIGURE 6. Examples of référence configurations Q.
On the référence figure £7, let R® and R^ be the functions defined by
.

—

—

û G H2(ft) —» Rj?(û) =
v

;

û e Hl(Ü)

e K }

/*

i

i ——
•-

r^ I Vu * îudcr — — ó]?(u) (which does not depend on zA
n
m(e) Jê
v e KJy

RC(û) = ^ ~ ƒ ûda m(e) A

where ê = ip 1 (e).
<fi®(û) is given by formulae analog to (5-8); using the functions g = ^\fb a n ( i ^ ~ daû.^ if H takes into
^
1
/*
account a part of F = ip~1(Y): and where û is the L2 projection of £, such that û^- =
^r- / û for any

Hence, we can state the following properties:
1. RD and Rf are linear and continuous, respectively, on H2(Q)y and iï"1(Q);
2. for û(£) = u(ip(x))y one can verify that
R5(Û)

= hR?(u),

Rà(û) = Rce{u);

3. under assumptions 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.1, R®(û) = 0 for the linear functions û, and R^(û) — 0 for the
constant functions û.
Using the lemma of Bramble and Hilbert, we deduce from points 1 and 3 that
< cD

\û\ù

where cD and cc dépends only on Q; and
1/2
\U\

m,n — l / ,

' 2,2(0)

Finally, remark that
û

U,n = h

l«L,n.

(for
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7. The Neumann boundary.

With point 2 above, we get
Vu e H2(Üe),

\R?(u)\ < cD \u\2^ ,

\RC(u)\ < c

We recall that:
- c = maxjc 0 , c c } > 0 exists, because there are only a finite number of référence configurations;
- Re(u) = vR?{u) + (v.n c )iî?(u);
- he < h, and m(e) < h,
and then,
\Re(u)\2rn(e)he < c\v + |v|) 2 /» 2 ||u|H, a(n .).
Second step.

Consider e G dSf?. We only have to calculate R9(U) = —rr / ^dcr

m(e) Je

-—— ƒ udx. The

m(W) Jw

situation and the notations are described in Figure 7.

A second order Taylor expansion yields (for u G C2iW))\
u(xiy)-u(0iy)

= dxu(0,y)x + / dxxu(s,y)(x - s) ds.

After calculation, we find that

|i2f( U )| 2 rn(e) < 2h2\\k\\2L2{e) +

2h2\\ufH,{w),

which is also true for u G H2{W) by density of C2(W).
Conclusion. Since N(K) = cardje e Sh\ K e fle} is uniformly bounded (by 12), we have
\Re(u)\2m(e)he

ch2
eeds?
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Corollary 4.1 (Consistency of the weights of Fig. 5). The finite volume scheme described by the weights of
Figure 5 is consistent.
Remind that the weights are defined by approximating Uh around a vertex by a linear function as close as
possible to un- Consequently, the assumptions 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.1 are verified.
The scheme is naturally consistent along the boundary by construction (one can easily verify Assumptions 1
and 2).
4.3. Coercivity
Due to Lemma 3.1, we only have to prove that there exists a constant c* such that for ail ti^5
2

m{e)he,

where C®Uh is calculated according to (5-8), with the boundary conditions k = 0 and g = 0 (see Sect. 2).
We recall that for any piecewise constant function Uh [9,11], a discrete intégration by parts yields

^2

?

E

W
h

™>{e)K = Yl

^(uh.Uh).

(11)

Remark 4.1.
1. We consider only the sum for the e G Sh\dS^ , since (j>®{uh) = 0 for e e dS^ (we just need the coercivity
for discrete solutions of the homogeneous problem, k = 0).
2. (f>®(uh) is an approximation of —î/Vuh • n e , while UE — uw is an approximation of Vuh • {%E — %w)2

- On the edges where ae ==0, we have ae(tih^

m(e)hc > 0.
he
- On the edges where ae =£ 0, Uh may be such that ae(uhj v>h) < 0.

As a conséquence, the natural décomposition of a^ (11) on the edges e does not permit to prove its coercivity,
and the difficulty appears only on the edges that have been refined.
However, a^ may also be decomposed as a summation of local bilinear operators au on the vertices of
the mesh.
Indeed, setting
ne

UE

n~ rte uw

/rW
t
\
LE
r
{ae — [XN — Xw) ' n e 5 ">e = VXE ~

Ue =

the value linearly interpolated from UE and uw at the point x e , intersection of e and [XE, XW] (Fig. 8), we can
write, Ve € Sh\dSj?,
(uE-uw
=

v
\

(
where (Fig. 8)

uN~us\
ae

he
UE—UW

T^—

m(e) J
u^f — ue\ m(eN)

/UE — UW
e

he

JTe
m(eN)

a&

N

m(e ) ) ^njej

V

\

— d(x e , XN), and m(es) — d(x e ,

Û

ue—us\m(es)
m(es)

)~
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c

eN _
r

/

Edge

\ z _ Point xe

8. Notations around a vertex M G

FIGURE

"h'

And then,
-—— m(e)he
he
m(eN)

aee m(es) )

a^(uh, uh) + af(uh,

(12)

he

us ~ue

'uw - '
he
=

J

he

m{eb)he

(13)

uh).

Remark that, if e e dS®', then we take UN = us = 0 and UE — 0 (resp. uw = 0) if n e = n ext (resp, n e = —n ext ):
a^(uh,Uh)=v\-j^-)

m(eN)he,

af(uhi uh) = v ( T ^ ) m(es)he

m(eN)he,

af

= i/(^-)
m{es)he
\ ne j

(case n e = - n e x t ) ,
(case n e = n e x t ).

(12) (resp. (13)) may only be used if N ^ âA/^ - the Neumann Boundary - (resp. S
have, similarly (see (7) and (8)):
- if M = N (kjsf = 0, homogeneous boundary conditions),
, uh)

=

v

] otherwise, we

m(eN)
(14)

- if M = S (ks = 0),
\xe - xs\ k$

af (u/i, un) —

\

e

he

m(es)

m(es)he

2

=

v

Te

m(es)he.

(15)
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The contribution ae has been split into two parts a^ and af, that only depend on the geometry and on the values
of un, respectively around the vertices XN, &nd xs- As a conséquence, we have proved the following resuit.
Lemma 4.1 (Vertex décomposition of a^). For ail Uh piecewise constant, we have

where aM(v>h> uh) dépends only on the geometry around M and on the values of Uh around M (on the XK for
K G VM):

Q>M{uh,uh) = v

Y2
\

af{uh,uh),

(16)

and the a^f are given by (14) and (15) if M is on the Neumann boundary, and by (12) and (13) otherwise.
Remark 4.2 (The new, local, problem of coercivity). For M G A/"^, let
- P£f be the space of the functions piecewise constant on the K G VM (remind that VM is the neighborhood
of M).
We have to prove that, for ail M G J\fh, the local bilinear operator au defined on P^ vérifies:
uh) >

ah(M)[uh]\M,

where
2
M
m(e.M
)hei

(17)

MGë

and to find a lower bound on the ah{M), uniform with respect to h.
Remark that
m(e)he.
This problem
- is local around each vertex of the mesh;
- dépends on the eigenvalues of the matrix of ÜM, of size n ^ , the number of neighbors of the vertex M.
Concerning the uniformity with respect to /i, we have the following result.
Lemma 4.2 (h-uniformity). For any M G Mh, there exists h such that
- x = iph(x) = XM + hx maps the geometry around M onto the geometry of one of the référence neighborhoods of Figure 9 (we shall add a * to the previous notations when considering the image by ^ 1 of the
actual geometry).
For any function Uh E P^ (piecewise constant, defined on the XK for K G VM)? let u = Uh°i)h be the function
defined on the XK for K e VM, by Uh{x) = u(x).
For any a > 0, we have
\fuh defined on the xK {K e VM),

aM{uh, uh) > a[uh]^M

& OM{% U) > a [û]^j

where OM(Û, Û) is given by formulae (12-15), but for the ^ geometry and the function u.
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1

FIGURE

9. Interior and boundary référence cases.

Proof. Suppose that M G A/^, and û is piecewise constant of values ÛK for K G VM- We always have:
1. uK = û#, for any K G VM]
2. ûM = Z)KGV^ VK(M)ÛK = Xl^ev^ VK{M)UK = uM ü M G Af£ (the interior vertices);
3. ÛM = ^ M = 0 if M G 9A/)P (homogeneous boundary condition);
4. /ie = /i^ e , and m(eM) = hm(eM), and ae = a^, for any e G Sh\dS^ such that M G ë.
As a conséquence, we naturally have (formulae (12-15) and (17)):
M

uh) = af(ûy û),

[uh]itM = [ Û J I ^ J

which complètes the proof.

D

5. ANALYSIS OF THE COERCIVITY
At last, we shall analyze the operators % in the different référence cases of Figure 9 (see Rem. 4.2). Therefore,
remark that, in each case, [-^ ^ is a norm on the space PS- of the functions piecewise constant, modulo the
functions constant on Vry.
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Lemma 5.1 (Condition of coercivity). Suppose that, in any of the cases listed in Figure 9, OM is positive
definite on PS-, modulo the constant functions; then} there exist c* > 0 (independent of h, Lem. 1^.2) such that
ira

Vufc,

ah(u

h :

uh)

>

c

*

i

Proof. Indeed, under the assumption above, such a constant exists in any of the référence cases:

(because dimPfi^ < +oo), and then c* is the minimum of them.

•

The local positivity is analyzed below for each référence case. As a matter of fact, we shall see that:
Theorem 5.1 (Sufncient condition of coercivity of the scheme). If
- < —- < r,
T

where r = 3 + 2^2,

/\X

then the scheme defined by (3) to (8), and the weights of Figure 5 is coercive.
In the following sections, we drop the "**, as well as the index h in the notations, since we deal with the
référence cases.
5.1. The Neumann boundary
where M G dJ\fN (the Neumann boundary):

Consider a function u, piecewise constant on the K € VM,

- on the unique interior edge e such that M G ë, we have seen that (see (14) and (15))
2

m(eM)he;

(u, u) = v

- the two edges e of the Neumann boundary are not taken into account in the expression of au{u, u) (16),
nor in the expression of [W]I,M (17). As a matter of fact, we have <t>^{u) — 0 (homogeneous boundary
condition and (6)), and then a^f (u, u) — 0 on theses edges.
Consequently,
uM{u,

u) -

v[u\\>M.

5.2. The Dirichlet boundary
Consider a function u, piecewise constant on the K G VM>

where M G dND (the Dirichlet boundary).

5,2.1. First cases
In both cases of Figure 10, the edges e such that M G ë verify ae = 0 (no refinement). As a conséquence,
there are no contributions uN — us in cf>®, and then
u, u) = v[u]\%M.
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10. Dirichlet boundary.

FIGURE

Boundary
> <
M
Wr

FIGURE

11, Dirichlet boundary.

5.2.2. Second case

In Figure 11, r represents the aspect ratio of the référence figure, which may be either Ax/Ay,
We calculate CLM(U: U) with formulae (12) and (13), assuming that u = 0 on TD:
r

22

+

V r/i

) 44

+

\

0 — (ww/3 + 2UE/3)\

V/3

^4

or

Ay/Ax.

UE ~ uw 3 r

/

3/5

43

uw
uE

uE ] MM
with

MM =

1 2

1 1
, and we have d e t X M = ^ ^ 2 (36 + 36r2 - r 4 )
36 r

5.2.3. Third case

A similar calculation (swapping UE and tiv^5 and replacing ae = + r / 3 by a.e = — r/3) yields, in that case:
1

2

1

1 1

1 1
, and we have detMM = -^ ~TT (36 + 36r2 — r 4 ) .
36
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Boundary TD_

FIGURE

12. Dirichlet boundary.

ni/2

edge 7/2,

edge 3/2

X4 ©

edge 1/2.

FIGURE

13. Generalized interior case.

In both those cases, au is definite positive if
detMM > 0 < ^ 0 < r 2 < 1 8 + 6\/ÏÔ.
Since r represents either the ratio Ax/Ay, or the ratio Ay/Ax, the final condition of coercivity on the Dirichlet
boundary is
— < —^
r0
Ay

ithr 0 = v/l8
+ 6>/ÏÖ.
v

5.3. Interior cases
Suppose that M e A/** is an interior vertex.
Remark in Figure 9 that there are three (one case) or four (five cases) control volumes around such a vertex
M. Hence, the matrix of ÜM is of size 3 x 3 or 4 x 4, and it can be calculated.

5.3.1. Introduction
It order to simplify these calculations, we introducé some notations.
Consider the example of Figure 13: the edges and the cells are ordered and oriented by the trigonométrie
direction.
Given u E Pj^, piecewise constant, of value u% at Xi1 consider the function ü, piecewise linear on the triangles
Xi, ttj+i), such that
Ü(XM)

= % , and Vi, ü(xi) = Ui*
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We can write CLM{U^ U) — CLM{UI U) the bilinear operator for the functions ü.
Remark that

= VTL+I/2 • (n + at)ï + i/2, and è?(u) = -^Vi-+i /2 • n i + 1 /2,

V?;,

and that m(e^ +1 / 2 )^+i/ 2 = 2m(T i+1/2 ).
Consequently, we have
àM{u, u) = aM{u, u) = 2u Y^ t Vü
V üi + i/2 5 i + 1 / 2 Vü i + i/ 2 m(T i + i / 2 ),

(18)

where S^i/2 is the symmetrie part of (n + at)j+x/2 n^

(( +

t

(n + at) i+ i/ 2 J .

)

5.3.2. A 6a5ï5 io caîculate the matrix of ÜM

Here is now the argument that leads to a more easy calculation of the matrices CLM in the different cases.
The details may be found in [9].
1. The function
l(x)
o n = 1, constant on VM, belongs to the kernel of <2M, because the flux of diffusion
1

^ ( ) =°

) V>) = 0,

Vu.

2. Consider the piecewise constant functions

ux(x) = x\,

\/x e Ku

u2(x) = re?,

Vx e Ku

where Xi = (xj, xf) (i — 1... n) are the centers of the Ki G VM- Since the construction of UM is exact
for the linear functions, the function ük associated to uk is
ük(x)

= xk, which vérifies Vv}{x)

=

Vü2{x) =

o

As a conséquence, using (18), we have

aM(uk,ul)

= 2uskh

where SM = ($ki) =

3. Suppose that u3 is any function such that ( 1 , u1, u2y v?) is a basis of Pjj^, then,
1

2

3

the matrix B of CLM in the basis ( 1 , u , u , u ) is B =

0

0

0

0

SM

*

0

•

*
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4. Remark that we may choose the axes of coordinates for (x1, x2) in order that S M is diagonal; and then
the matrix B is simply:

B =

0

0

0

0

Su

0

0

0

S22

0

0

6 2 4 É>34

5. At last, B is positive definite modulo the constant functions (which is the space RI) if

> 0,

S22 > 0,

644 > 0,

su

0

O

s22

624

^34

det

6. If M is only surrounded by three control volumes, dimP^j = 3, and we conclude directly from point 2,
that (1, w1, u2) is a basis in which the matrix B of a M is
0

0

0

0

su

0

0

0

S22

Remark 5.1.
- *S^+i/2 is &n indicator of the différence between the direction Xi, Xi+\ and the direction n^+1/2- Hence,
S M is the average of this indicator on all the edges surrounding the vertex M.
- It follows from point 3 that the intuitive condition
SM *S definite positive,
is a necessary condition of coercivity of CLM (if M is surrounded by three control volumes, it is also a
sufficient condition),
5.3.3. Local conditions of coercivity, case by case
Practically, we calculate the matrices of the ÜM in the canonical basis of the functions
Vi(x) = 0 otherwise,

Vi(x) = 1 if x G

because it is quite easy; and then u% is chosen to be a vector perpendicular to (1, ul % u2) for the canonical inner
product. Consequently, we can change of coordinates from the canonical basis to the basis (1, u1, u2, u3) by
using matrix

P =

x\
x\
x\
x\

x\

*i

xl

ti

x\
x\

t3

u

, £4) belongs to the orthogonal of
where xi — (x}: x2) are the coordinates of center a^, and us = (£i
{1, u 1 , IA2} for the canonical inner product.
The référence geometrical cases studied below are presented with the aspect ratio r, which may represent
either Ay/Ax, or Ay/Ax,
The conditions of point 5 above, of the form r > r^ or r < r^ yields that the
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condition of coercivity is always
1
Ti

Ay
<

~Ax

The geometries and the corresponding r$ are displayed below.

1. No refinement
The resuit does not need any calculation: in that case,
the angle a is equal to 0 on any edge, and then
Vu,

a M («, u) = Ni f M -

2. One refinement
The condition of positivity of the matrix B is:

——^
'

\

We find:

18r - 1 - r 2 > 0,
, „
64r4 - 6193r2 + 64
det£ ——-^— > 0.
r 2 - 18r + 1

,

r2 =

6193 + 7^782385
128

3. Two consécutive control volumes are refined
The condition of positivity of the matrix B is:
/
/

t

,

\

det B = 36r4 + 36r2 - 1 > 0.
We find:

\

r3 =

4. Two opposite control volumes are refined
The condition of positivity of the matrix B is:
6r - 1 - r 2 > 0.
We find:
r4 = 3 + 2 V2.
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5. Three control volumes are refined
The condition of positivity of the matrix B is:
9r - 1 - r 2 > 0,
det£ =
We find:

121r4 - 6010r2 + 121
=———
> 0.
r2 - 9r + 1

Vfï

/ 3005 + 2^2253846
121

6. Three control volumes around M

The matrix SM is definite positive, and then, the scheme
is unconditionally coercive in this case.

5.3.4. Matrices of aM, case by case
Here are the matrices B, of CLM in the basis (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ), corresponding to the six cases above.
1. No control volume is refined

B =

4r
0

0
4r

0

0

0
0

2. One control volume is refined

0
1

B =

L 72

Ï2
1

2

!r2-Il + llr3-r
72

r

3. Two consécutive control volumes are refined

B =

L

5

o

0
51

2r

6r

0

51
0
1 + r2
10
r

229 r 2 + 1
"54" r
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4. Two opposite control volumes are refined

2r-

3
0

B =

n\^

0

3'

1

2

2

"3r

0

0
l + r»

0

r

5. Three control volumes are refined

3

2
B =

r

1 12
" 6 " 6r
3

0

1

1

y/2 -r2 + 4r 3 + r - 4
'~2Â
r
y/2 r + 4 + 4r 3 + r 2

V^2-r2 + 4r 3 + r - 4
24

r

227 1 + r 2
"24" r

24

6. Three control volumes around M

B =
O

r

5.3.5. Classification of the cases
At last, the different geometries can be classified from the most to the less limitative one.
We have
r2.

= r4 < r 0 =

^
r4 =

5.83.

= V18 + 6\/ÏÖ - 6.08.
/

\
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Boundary TD_
1

>

<

M
Wr

6.08.

1 ,

Ï2Ï

———.
\

128

9.84.
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